Vynamic® Smart Vision | Fresh Produce Recognition

Simplify Fresh Produce Picklists With
Computer Vision To Provide Improved Usability

More than 3 in 10 shoppers steer clear of fresh produce when using self-checkout systems. Item recognition, especially for fresh
produce such as vegetables and fruit, is often seen by shoppers as a complicating factor in using a self-service solution. They
must find and select the correct type of fruit and variety, then weigh it, before they can add it to the transaction. It’s a complex
and time-consuming task that leads to frustration with shoppers, longer queues, stock inaccuracy and mistakes on the receipt.
Vynamic Smart Vision | Fresh Produce Recognition removes those barriers to checkout, enabling customers to seamlessly, easily
purchase fresh fruit and vegetables along with other non-barcoded items.

FASTER PROCESS
Using a camera placed on top of the scanner/
scale of the self-service device, Vynamic
Smart Vision | Fresh Produce Recognition
identifies the type of produce once placed on
the scanner/scale. With a unique computer
vision algorithm, the identified item will be
shown or a short picklist to choose from.

SMARTER TECHNOLOGY
By applying sophisticated algorithms, Vynamic
Smart Vision | Fresh Produce Recognition
monitors the scanning area to check if an
item has been picked up or put down, if this
item is produce, and finally what that item is.
With video analytics it’s possible to detect
customer’s hands, fresh produce and other
items to detect errors and manipulations.

MORE EFFICIENT
Vynamic Smart Vision | Fresh Produce
Recognition eliminates the issue of searching
a long list of produce to find the desired item.
It simplifies the checkout process for the
customer while reducing staff interventions to
help customers with incorrectly labeled fresh
items. Consumer frustration is eliminated,
offering a better shopping experience and
more transactional efficiency.
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Consumer places
produce on the
scanner/scale.

Camera takes a picture
and the AI and computer
vision automatically
detects the item.

The detected item
and/or a short picklist
is displayed.

Customer selects item.
Scale weighs the
item as usual.

Item is added to
the receipt.

THE CHECKOUT FLOW WITH VYNAMIC
SMART VISION | FRESH PRODUCE RECOGNITION:
Your customers can easily handle non-barcoded fresh fruit and
vegetables:

KEY BENEFITS
• Faster throughput: Reduce complexity and save your customer’s time

• Step One: The customer places the produce on the scanner/scale

• Empower your customers to easily handle non-barcoded fresh fruit
and vegetables without any barriers

• Step Two: AI and computer vision automatically detect the item

• Increase the efficiency due to faster transactions

• Step Three: A short picklist or even the exact item is displayed

• Improved productivity: Reduce staff interventions to help customers
with incorrectly labeled fresh items

• Step Four: The customer selects the correct item and weighs it
on the scale

• Unique User Experience: Reduce friction and frustration in order
to offer a better shopping experience

• Step Five: The item is added to the transaction receipt

• Eliminate the issue of searching a long list of produce to find
desired item

ADVANCED RECOGNITION FEATURES
• Algorithm is trained on barcode-less items, such as fruit
and vegetables

• More accurate: Expose errors and manipulations, reach higher
stock accuracy and reduce shrink

• Already trained on hundreds of items

VYNAMIC SMART VISION | FRESH PRODUCE RECOGNITION:
PART OF THE VYNAMIC SELF-SERVICE SUITE OF
SOLUTIONS
High connectivity and openness are critical to being adaptive and ready
to adopt future innovations, whatever they may be. Vynamic Self-Service
is based on a platform approach using open APIs for faster and easier
integration. Vynamic Self-Service is a service-oriented software solution
that seamlessly supports the self-service process within a retail
environment and easily allows the implementation of innovative
solutions like Vynamic Smart Vision | Fresh Produce Recognition.

• Counting of fruit and vegetables that are sold by piece
• Multi-class Item Classification: different products are recognized
and identified
• Silent Mode: Fresh Produce Recognition can run in silent and training
modes before switching on live, without disturbing the daily business
• Web Portal to manage the active / inactive item categories in the
store at any given time (e.g. to deactivate seasonal items)
• No other information stored
• Self-learning algorithm to build and improve the model automatically
• Single-variety / homogeneous item detection; for example, if a
customer puts an apple and a banana on the scanner/scale, the AI
detects that two different items are on it and the customer is alerted
to remove one of the items

To learn more, visit DieboldNixdorf.com.
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